Evidence-informed assessment and treatment of depression in HCV and interferon-treated patients.
More than 4 million people are currently infected with Hepatitis C an RNA virus that may ultimately result in complete hepatic failure and is often a silent infection until late in the course of disease. Hepatitis C patients have increased rates of major depression (as well as substance abuse) and treatment of hepatitis with interferon, the current standard treatment, provokes episodes of depression in as many as a third of patients treated. Immune-dysfunction mediated mechanisms for the depression in these patients have been proposed and have increasing experimental support. The resulting depression has interfered with treatment for many patients, but several standard treatments for depression have been shown to be effective in patients with interferon-associated depression, suggesting that this should not be a barrier to effective treatment. In this paper, we review the evidence for associations between depression and Hepatitis C and interferon treatment, as well as the evidence supporting an immune mechanism for the association, and finally the data showing effective treatment and recommendations for prophylactic use of anti-depressants.